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Executive Summary
1.

Following the announcement of its decision to abolish the Audit Commission in
August 2010, the Government consulted on its proposals for a new local public
audit framework from 31 March to 30 June 2011. Those proposals were
designed to deliver the Government’s objective for a new local public audit
framework that places responsibility firmly in the hands of local bodies, giving
them the freedom to appoint their own auditors, with appropriate safeguards for
auditor independence, from an open and competitive market for local public
audit services. They were also designed with the fundamental principle of
accountability in mind – providing a system of local public audit that allows local
bodies to be held to account for the public money at their disposal, locally to
residents and service users, and also as part of a framework of accountability
that provides assurance to Parliament about the public money it votes to
Government departments and which is in turn devolved to the local level.

2.

This document (the Government response) sets out the key themes and views
which were raised during the consultation and what the Government now
proposes for the new arrangements for audit of principal public bodies. The
response provides little detail on the audit arrangements for local health bodies.
The Department of Health is working through the implications of Monitor’s
changing role and the proposed establishment of the Clinical Commissioning
Groups, and will specify the detailed arrangements for audit of local health
bodies, under the new framework, in due course.

Key elements of the new local public audit
framework
3.

The design principles of the new framework for local public audit are that it
should be localist and transparent, achieve a reduction in the overall cost of
audit, and uphold high standards of auditing, ensuring that there is effective and
transparent regulation of public audit, and conformity to the principles of public
audit. The key elements are:

Regulation
•

There should be a consistent regulatory regime for audit, covering the
private sector and the local public bodies (paragraph 24).

•

The National Audit Office is best placed to produce the Code of
Practice and supporting guidance for audit of local public bodies, subject
to Parliamentary approval. The National Audit Office will be required to
consult key partners in developing the Code (paragraph 26).

•

The Financial Reporting Council will be the overall regulator, mirroring
its role under the Companies Act 2006. The Financial Reporting Council
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will be responsible for recognition and supervision of Recognised
Supervisory Bodies (professional accountancy bodies responsible for
supervising the work of auditors, and for putting rules and arrangements
in place which their members must fulfil before they can be registered
auditors) and for Recognised Qualifying Bodies (professional
accountancy bodies responsible for awarding audit qualifications)
(paragraphs 31-32).
AUDITOR REGISTRATION

•

Mirroring the Companies Act 2006, Recognised Supervisory Bodies will:
o
o
o

have the roles of registration, monitoring and discipline for local
public audit
put in place rules and practices covering eligibility of firms to
undertake local public audit; and
keep a register of firms eligible to undertake local public audit
(paragraphs 33-34).

MONITORING AND ENFORCEMENT

•

As under the Companies Act 2006, Recognised Supervisory Bodies will
monitor the quality of audits undertaken by their member firms, and
investigate complaints, disciplinary cases and issues identified during the
monitoring of firms on the register of local public auditors (paragraph 43).

•

The Accountancy and Actuarial Disciplinary Board (part of the Financial
Reporting council) investigates significant public interest disciplinary
cases and can impose sanctions on those auditors found guilty of
misconduct in both the companies and public sectors. We consider that
the Accountancy and Actuarial Disciplinary Board should continue to
have these powers for local public audit (paragraph 45).

•

There will be additional oversight and monitoring of the audits of
significant local public bodies (referred to as “Bodies of Significant Public
Interest”) - the Financial Reporting Council (through its Audit Inspection
Unit, or as appropriate through delegation to a Recognised Supervisory
Body) will monitor the quality of the audits of these bodies, mirroring the
arrangements for Public Interest Entities under the Companies Act
(paragraph 47).

Commissioning local public audit services
AUDITOR APPOINTMENT

•

Local public bodies will have a duty to appoint an auditor from the
register of local public auditors, on the advice of an Independent Auditor
Appointment Panel (paragraph 60).

•

The Independent Audit Appointment Panel will have an independent
chair and a majority of independent members (paragraph 60).
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•

We intend to frame requirements in a way that will allow local public
bodies to share appointment panels (and therefore independent
members) to ease admin burdens and reduce costs (paragraph 61).

•

The Police and Crime Commissioner will make appointments for police
bodies; (paragraph 73).

•

The appointment process will be transparent. Local public bodies will be
required to publish details of the auditor appointment on their website
within 28 days of making the appointment, together with the Independent
Audit Appointment Panel’s advice and, if they did not follow that advice, a
statement explaining why (paragraph 63).

•

Where the local public body is not an elected body, the auditor
appointment will usually be made directly by the Independent Audit
Appointment Panel or its equivalent (paragraph 75).

ROLE OF INDEPENDENT AUDITOR APPOINTMENT PANELS

•

Government intends to prescribe specific functions to the Independent
Audit Appointment Panel limited to the external audit, including advising
on auditor appointment, independence, removal and resignation, and in
relation to public interest reports (paragraph 67).

•

The arrangements will allow local public bodies to share Independent
Audit Appointment Panels, and to expand on the remit of their Panel if
they wish, choosing a model which best suits their circumstances
(paragraph 67).

FAILURE TO APPOINT AN AUDITOR

•

Local public bodies will be required to appoint an auditor by 31
December in the year preceding the financial year to be audited, and
notify the Secretary of State if they have not done so. The Secretary of
State will be able to direct the local public body to appoint an auditor or
make the auditor appointment directly. In addition to meeting the cost of
the appointment the local public body could be subject to a sanction for
failing to make the appointment (paragraphs 79-80).

ROTATION OF AUDIT FIRMS AND AUDIT STAFF

•

Local public bodies will be required to run a procurement competition for
its audit services at least every five years (paragraph 86).

•

Auditors will have to comply with the standards and rules set by the
regulator. Applying the current standards means the audit engagement
partner will be able to undertake audit for a local public body for an initial
five years and be reappointed for a further two years. The audit manager
will be able to be appointed for a maximum of ten years. After these
periods, these key audit staff will not be able to work with the local public
body for a further five years (paragraph 85).
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RESIGNATION OR REMOVAL OF AN AUDITOR

•

There will be rigorous, transparent processes for auditor resignation or
removal, designed to protect auditor independence, quality of audit, and
accountability to the electorate. These broadly mirror those in the
Companies Act, but are adapted to reflect the principles of public audit
(paragraphs 90-91).

AUDITOR LIABILITY

•

Auditor liability should be an issue to be dealt with in the contractual
negotiations between the auditor and audited body (paragraph 96).

SCOPE OF LOCAL PUBLIC AUDIT AND AUDITORS’ WORK

•

The scope of local public audit will remain broadly similar. As now,
auditors of local public bodies will be required to satisfy themselves that
the accounts have been prepared in accordance with the necessary
directions; proper practices have been observed in the compilation of the
accounts; and the body has made proper arrangements for securing
economy, efficiency and effectiveness in its use of resources (paragraph
99).

•

The detail of how auditors should fulfil these requirements will, as now,
be set out in a code of audit practice. The value for money component
should be more risk based and proportionate, with auditors basing their
assessment of risk on evidence of the local public body’s arrangements
for securing value for money provided by the local public body
(paragraph 100).

•

Public Interest Reporting: The duty for auditors of local public bodies to
undertake Public Interest Reporting will be retained, as will their ability to
charge audited bodies for reasonable work. The duty on audited bodies
to consider Public Interest Reports at a meeting within one month of the
report and to publish the details of the meeting will be retained. A new
duty will be placed on audited bodies to publish the Public Interest Report
(paragraphs 105-107).

•

Non-audit services: Auditors will be permitted to provide non-audit
services to the audited body, subject to adhering to the Auditing
Practices Board’s ethical standards and the Independent Auditor
Appointment Panel’s approval (paragraph 110).

•

Public interest disclosure: The local public auditor and the Independent
Auditor Appointment Panel will be defined as designated persons under
the Public Interest Disclosure Act, to enable individuals to make
disclosures under the Act (paragraph 112).

•

Transparency: The new framework will retain the rights of local electors
to make formal objections to the accounts, but give auditors greater
discretion regarding whether to pursue an objection (paragraph 115).
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•

Freedom of Information: The auditor’s public office holder functions will
not be brought within the remit of the Freedom of Information Act
(paragraph 118).

NON AUDIT FUNCTIONS OF AUDIT COMMISSION

•

Proposed arrangements for Grant Certification: following the Audit
Commission’s closure, Government considers that for new grants, the
grant paying bodies should agree certification arrangements with grant
recipients and auditors (paragraph 122).

•

National Fraud Initiative: Government proposes to continue the National
Fraud Initiative, and is discussing with partners and the local public
sector about how best to achieve this (paragraph 126).

•

VFM studies regarding the local public sector: The Government
considers that there is scope for rationalisation in the number of these
value for money studies compared to the number previously undertaken
and would like to see a coherent and complementary programme of
offerings across all providers.

Implementation and next steps
4.

5.

Chapter 4 sets outs the next steps. In summary these are to:
•

do some further work with smaller bodies and their representatives on
regarding audit arrangements for smaller bodies, to explore options for these
bodies before firming up proposals, and setting out our preferred approach
in Spring 2012;

•

hold further discussions with local authorities, other local public bodies and
the audit sector to flesh out the underlying detail of the framework, and how
it might be implemented;

•

publish a draft Bill for pre-legislative scrutiny in Spring 2012, which allows for
examination and amendments to be made before formal introduction to
Parliament; and in advance of introduction of an Audit Bill as soon as
Parliamentary time allows.

The Audit Commission is currently in the process of outsourcing all the audit
work of its in-house practice The outsource contracts that the Commission will
put in place will start from 2012-13 and are expected to run for three or five
years giving local councils and other public bodies the time to plan for
appointing own auditors. Once the audits have been outsourced the
Commission will be radically reduced in size to become a small residuary body
responsible for overseeing the contracts and making any necessary changes to
the individual audit appointments during the life of the contracts.
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CHAPTER 1

Background
6.

On 13 August 2010, the Secretary of State for Communities and Local
Government announced plans to disband the Audit Commission, transfer the
work of the Audit Commission’s in-house practice into the private sector and put
in place a new local audit framework. Local authorities would be free to appoint
their own independent external auditors and there would be a new audit
framework for local health bodies. A new decentralised audit regime would be
established and local public bodies would still be subject to robust auditing.

7.

In March 2011, the Government published the Future of Local Public Audit
consultation paper seeking views on proposals for how the new local audit
framework could work following the disbandment of the Audit Commission.
These proposals were developed by the Department for Communities and Local
Government following discussion with a wide range of partners and bodies that
would be affected by the changes. These included the Audit Commission, the
National Audit Office, the Financial Reporting Council, accountancy professional
bodies, local government, other local public bodies and Government
departments with an interest.

8.

The consultation paper set these proposals within the context that the current
arrangements for local public audit, whereby a single organisation is the
regulator, commissioner and provider of local audit services is unnecessarily
centralised, and that there is a lack of transparency and clarity as well as
potential conflicts between the role.

9.

The proposals in the consultation paper built on the statutory arrangements and
professional ethical and technical standards that currently apply in the
companies sector with adaptations to ensure that the principles of public sector
audit are maintained.

About the consultation
10.

In total, 453 responses were received to the consultation. The majority of these
responses were from local government: parish and town councils, district
councils, county and unitary local authorities and their representative bodies.
Responses were also received from professional accountancy and regulatory
bodies, auditing firms and other audited public bodies and members of the
public. The majority of the members of the public who responded identified that
they had auditing/accounting experience or were involved directly with the
financial reporting for a council. A breakdown of the total responses can be seen
below:
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Type of respondent

Number of responses

Upper tier local authorities

91

Lower tier local authorities

117

Parish and town councils

134

Individual members of the public

30
(including 4
councillors)

Audit and accountancy firms

14

Professional auditing and
accountancy bodies

5
(including Audit
Commission)

Other audited public bodies

11.

Fire authorities

21

Police authorities

12

National Park Authorities

4

Probation Authorities

4

Pension authorities

2

Others

5

Non-categorised responses

14

Total

453

A summary of the responses to the consultation is available at:
www.communities.gov.uk/publications/localgovernment/localauditsummaryres
ponses
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Format of the Government response
12.

Chapter 2 contains the Government response to the consultation. It is organised
into sections following the order in the original consultation document. We have
set out the proposals which the Government made, summarised the key themes
and views submitted in consultation responses, and presented the
Government’s response to these.

13.

Chapter 3 covers other functions of the Audit Commission that were not dealt
with in the consultation. Chapter 4 covers next steps and implementation.
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CHAPTER 2

Consultation questions and government
response
Design principles
14.

15.

The consultation proposed that the new local public audit framework should be
based on the principles of localism and decentralisation, transparency,
continuing to ensure high standards of auditing, while opening up the market
and securing lower audit fees. Our aim is also to ensure the quality of audit by
having regard to the principles of local public audit:
•

the independence of public sector auditors

•

the wide scope of public audit

•

good reporting arrangements to democratically elected representatives.

The vast majority of respondents agreed that the consultation document had
identified the correct design principles of:
•

localism and decentralisation

•

transparency

•

lower audit fees; and

•

high standards of auditing.

Some respondents (including some professional auditing and accountancy
bodies), commented that they did not believe that the decentralised approach
outlined in the consultation document would achieve lower audit fees. Local
authorities exhibited less concern.

The Government’s response
16.

The responses received to the consultation support the Government’s proposed
design principles. The proposals that are set out in this response and on which
we intend to legislate are all vital elements of a new local public audit framework
which is localist and transparent, and upholds high standards of auditing, where
audit remains independent, robust and efficient.

17.

The Government is also committed to developing a new local public audit
framework where audit fees remain competitive, stripped of the need to cover
the central costs and overheads of the Audit Commission. Having a single body
that is regulator, commissioner and provider of local audit services provides a
unique monopoly position and weak incentives to drive down costs. The key
drivers of audit fees in the new local public audit framework (aside from
commercial and market considerations) will be the scope of audit (i.e. what
auditors are actually required to do) and regulation of the work of auditors. We
are working with our partners to ensure that these elements of the new
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framework do not add unnecessary cost into the new system. The streamlining
the Commission has done since the Government’s decision to abolish the
Commission is already resulting in lower audit fees for local bodies, with the
smaller overheads of the Commission enabling it to propose a 10% reduction in
fee scales for 2012-13 1 for the first year of audits done under outsourcing.

PROBATION TRUSTS
18.

As the financial results of probation trusts are consolidated into the National
Offender Management Service accounts, which are audited by the Comptroller
& Auditor General, the consultation proposed that in future probation trusts
should be audited by the Comptroller & Auditor General. The audit of probation
trusts would therefore not fall under the new local public audit framework.

19.

The majority of those who answered this question (local authorities) agreed that
the audit of probation trusts should fall within the Comptroller & Auditor
General’s regime. The four probation trusts that responded were evenly split as
to whether they should be included in the Comptroller & Auditor General’s
regime or not.

The Government’s Response
20.

The Government considers that it would be appropriate for the audit of probation
trusts to fall within the Comptroller & Auditor General’s regime. We intend to lay
an order before Parliament under the Government Resources and Accounts Act
2000 which – if approved by Parliament – would add an amendment to
Schedule 1 to the Offender Management Act 2007 and transfer responsibility for
the audit of probation trusts to the Comptroller and Auditor General from April
2012.

HEALTH BODIES
21.

It is currently envisaged that the new local public audit framework outlined in this
Government Response will apply to Clinical Commissioning Groups. These are
new health bodies proposed in the Health and Social Care Bill. The precise
audit requirements for Clinical Commissioning Groups have not yet been
finalised and will depend on the passage of the Health and Social Care Bill. The
application of the new local public audit framework for Clinical Commissioning
Groups will be specified in due course.

22.

The audit arrangements for Foundation Trusts were not included in the
consultation because they do not currently fall under the Audit Commission
regime. Under the current arrangements, a Foundation Trust’s board of
governors appoints their own auditor, on advice from an audit committee.
Monitor currently regulates the audits, including providing the Code of Audit
Practice and guidance. The audits include an opinion on the financial
statements and a conclusion on value for money. We intend that the audit
arrangements for Foundation Trusts will remain broadly the same, but some
changes will be necessary to reflect Monitor’s changing role.

1

See http://www.audit-commission.gov.uk/audit-regime/audit-fees/201213/Pages/default.aspx
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Regulation of local public audit
23.

The Government considers that having a new and separate regulator for local
public audit would be inefficient and risks duplication. This would also have an
impact on fees. We therefore consider that, to the extent possible, there should
be a consistent regulatory regime for audit, covering the private sector and the
local government and health sectors. The same arrangements for regulation
would apply for all local health bodies.

24.

The consultation proposed that the National Audit Office would be responsible
for developing and maintaining the audit codes of practice which set out the
approach to audit that auditors must follow when auditing local public bodies.
Before preparing or altering a code applicable to any accounts, the National
Audit Office will be required to consult appropriate local public bodies and
professional accountancy bodies. The National Audit Office would also be
responsible for producing any supporting guidance. 93% of respondents agreed
that the National Audit Office is best placed to produce the Code of Audit
Practice and the supporting guidance.

The Government’s response
25.

The Government considers that, subject to Parliament’s agreement, the
National Audit Office is best placed to produce the Code of Practice which
auditors will be required to follow when auditing local public bodies. We have
also discussed with the National Audit Office how it might support auditors in
fulfilling their responsibilities under the Code. The National Audit Office
recognises the need for annual and in-year guidance to promote consistency in
audit approach and is in principle committed to providing support to auditors
which is:
•

principles-based not prescriptive;

•

addresses key themes/issues (not every query);

•

informed by technical forum of local auditors (led by the National Audit
Office); and

•

leaves discretion for an auditor to agree local audit approach based on their
risk assessment.
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REGISTRATION OF AUDITORS
26.

Under the Companies Act 2006 the Professional Oversight Board, part of the
Financial Reporting Council, has statutory powers delegated to it for the
recognition and supervision of those professional accountancy bodies
responsible for supervising the work of auditors, Recognised Supervisory
Bodies, or offering an audit qualification, Recognised Qualifying Bodies.
Recognised Supervisory Bodies are responsible for putting rules and
arrangements in place which their members must fulfil before they can be
registered auditors. People with responsibility for company audit work must also
hold a recognised qualification, awarded by a Recognised Qualifying Bodies.

27.

The consultation proposed that the Financial Reporting Council would oversee
the regulatory regime for local public audit, as it does for the statutory audit of
companies under the Companies Act 2006. The Financial Reporting Council
would share responsibility for registering statutory local public auditors and
monitoring the quality of their audits with Recognised Supervisory Bodies.

28.

88% of responses were in agreement that the Companies Act 2006 should be
replicated for local public audit. Some of the professional bodies responded that
there would need to be some adaptation for the system to work for public
bodies.

29.

Overall, respondents indicated preferences for one of the existing regulatory
bodies to take on the role for maintaining and reviewing the register of statutory
local public auditors.

The Government’s response
30.

It is our intention that, as under the Companies Act 2006, the Financial
Reporting Council will be the overall regulator 2 . We are therefore proposing that
the Secretary of State will have powers which will allow him to authorise
professional accountancy bodies to act as Recognised Supervisory Bodies for
local public audit. In practice, the Secretary of State will delegate these powers
to the Financial Reporting Council/Professional Oversight Board. This mirrors
the arrangements under the Companies Act 2006.

31.

The effect of this is that the Financial Reporting Council will be able to::
o authorise existing Recognised Supervisory Bodies to have statutory
responsibilities in respect of local public audit, in addition to their
responsibilities for statutory audits of companies;

2

. It should be noted that the Department for Business Innovation and Skills (BIS) and
the Financial Reporting Council (FRC) are currently consulting jointly on reforms to the
FRC's governance and structure. The consultation can be accessed at
www.frc.org.uk/about/frcreform.cfm and is due to close on 10 January 2012. Both BIS
and the FRC are working with DCLG to ensure the FRC has a proportionate role in the
regulation and oversight of local public audits, as envisaged under the local public audit
framework, in any revised structure for the FRC which results from the consultation.
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o authorise additional professional bodies to be Recognised Supervisory
Bodies with statutory responsibilities in respect of local public audit.
32.

33.

As under the Companies Act 2006, the Recognised Supervisory Bodies will
have the roles of registration, monitoring and discipline for local public audit, and
will be given delegated authority to put in place rules and practices covering:
•

The eligibility of firms to be appointed as local public auditors (subject to the
Financial Reporting Council’s oversight, which might include guidance
produced by the Council); and

•

The qualifications, experience and other criteria individuals must reach
before being permitted to carry out a local public audit and sign off an audit
report.

In line with the register of those eligible for appointment as auditor under Part 42
of the Companies Act 2006, all eligible local public auditors will be placed on a
register, which will be kept by the Recognised Supervisory Bodies. This register
will list:
•

the audit firms that are able to undertake the audit of local public bodies;

•

those individuals linked to each firm that are eligible to sign an audit report
on behalf of that firm and able to take responsibility for local public audit
work (though the names of individuals will not appear on the published
register).

ELIGIBILITY FOR REGISTRATION
34.

The consultation document asked how the right balance could be struck
between requiring audit firms eligible for statutory local public audit to have the
right level of experience, while allowing new firms to enter the market. The
majority of responses suggested that firms should be required to demonstrate
their track record in public sector audit and/or their ability to source the
appropriate expertise. Other responses included the need to set proper highlevel criteria, including the correct skills and qualifications for firms and
individuals, but in a way that would not preclude new firms entering the market.

The Government’s response
35.

The Government considers that while it is important not to preclude new
entrants to the local public audit market, it is also vital that any firm able to be
appointed as a local public auditor has a number of suitable individuals with the
necessary qualifications and experience to undertake local public audit work.
Once enacted, legislation will provide that Recognised Supervisory Bodies
(subject to the Financial Reporting Council’s oversight, and in line with any
guidance which the Council produce) will be responsible for determining the
level of expertise and experience necessary for any firm to be eligible to be
appointed as a local public auditor. We are confident that building on the rules
and arrangements these bodies already have in place under the Companies Act
2006, but tailored appropriately to meet the specific requirements of local public
auditors, will provide the right balance to ensure that an appropriate level of
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experience and expertise is maintained in the system, while not precluding new
firms from entering the market.
36.

In order to ensure that individuals within firms are suitably qualified and have the
necessary levels of skills and experience, the Government considers that each
individual eligible to sign an audit report on behalf of the firm will need to:•

hold an audit qualification (“appropriate qualification” in accordance with the
Companies Act 2006 [Section 1219]); or

•

hold a corresponding qualification to audit accounts under the law of another
European Economic Area state; or

•

hold a qualification from a body of accountants recognised by the Financial
Reporting Council as an appropriate qualification for local public audit;
and

•

37.

be approved under the rules of the Recognised Supervisory Body to take on
that role. In practice, we envisage that the Recognised Supervisory Body will
only approve someone where it judges that the individual has the necessary
level of skills and experience to take on the role.

The Financial Reporting Council will need arrangements to monitor the
continued appropriateness of qualifications that it recognises as appropriate for
local public audit.

MONITORING AND ENFORCEMENT
38.

The consultation proposed that the appropriate professional accountancy
bodies should act as Recognised Supervisory Bodies and have responsibility for
monitoring the quality of audits undertaken by their members, as they do in the
private sector; and investigate complaints or disciplinary cases, as well as
issues identified during their monitoring process. They would also be able to
stop a firm being eligible for appointment as a statutory local public auditor, by
removing them from the register of eligible local public auditors.

39.

The consultation said that the Government was considering whether the overall
regulator should have a direct role in assuring the quality and undertaking
independent investigation of the audits of some specified local public bodies, i.e.
those that might be considered analogous to Public Interest Entities under the
Companies Act 2006.
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40.

The consultation also asked for views on the proposal that the overall regulator
would have powers to investigate and discipline in these cases. About a third of
respondents to the relevant question considered that all principal local
authorities should be considered as equivalent to public interest entities, with a
smaller number suggesting that all of the bodies currently audited by the Audit
Commission should be viewed as equivalent to public interest entities. Nearly
half of respondents suggested that regulation and monitoring arrangements
should be the same for audits of all local public bodies, with no specially defined
group to be subject to additional arrangements. The majority of respondents
considered that the role of the regulator in relation to disciplinary cases should
be the same for local public audit framework as it is under the Companies Act
2006.

The Government’s response
41.

We propose that, as under the Companies Act 2006, Recognised Supervisory
Bodies will have responsibility for monitoring the quality of audits undertaken by
their member firms. This work will fall under the monitoring units of these
bodies, and will include:
•

reviews of individual audit engagements

•

reviews of the policies, procedures and internal controls of those firms
licensed to carry out the public sector audits

•

reporting on the quality of audit to the registration body

•

investigating complaints or disciplinary cases, as well as issues identified
during their monitoring process

•

removing a firm from the register of eligible local public auditors.

42.

The Recognised Supervisory Bodies will investigate complaints or disciplinary
cases, as well as issues identified during the monitoring of firms on the register.
Similarly, the Recognised Supervisory Bodies will be able to refer cases for
investigation to the relevant arm of the Financial Reporting Council (the
Accountancy and Actuarial Disciplinary Board).

43.

The Accountancy and Actuarial Disciplinary Board investigates significant public
interest disciplinary cases and can impose sanctions on those auditors found
guilty of misconduct in both the companies and public sectors. The Government
considers that the Accountancy and Actuarial Disciplinary Board should
continue to have these powers for local public audit.

44.

Under the Companies Act 2006 the overall regulator, through its Audit
Inspection Unit, is responsible for monitoring the quality of the statutory audit of
“major audits” which includes the audits of public interest entities. The
Professional Oversight Board is responsible for determining which audited
entities fall within the “major public interest” category (over and above those
prescribed in statute), and therefore within the scope of the Audit Inspection
Unit, and for approving the Audit Inspection Unit’s work programme. The criteria
the Professional Oversight Board applies and a list of inspections are published
annually by the Board, following consultation with the professional accountancy
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bodies. This additional level of monitoring reflects both the size of the company
and the importance of that company to the public.
45.

As under Companies Act 2006 audits, there will be an additional level of
oversight and monitoring for audits of significant local public bodies given the
very large level of taxpayers’ money at their disposal. We therefore intend to
give the Financial Reporting Council responsibility for monitoring (through the
Audit Inspection Unit or as appropriate through delegation to a Recognised
Supervisory Body) the quality of audits of these bodies (which we are referring
to as “Bodies of Significant Public Interest”).

46.

We propose to include in legislation criteria to define which bodies will be
considered Bodies of Significant Public Interest and hence within the scope of
the Audit Inspection Unit. We propose that the Financial Reporting
Council/Professional Oversight Board will then, each year, decide after
consultation with relevant Government Departments whether any local public
bodies which are not Bodies of Significant Public Interest should also fall within
the scope of the Audit Inspection Unit, over and above those prescribed in
legislation. The Financial Reporting Council /Professional Oversight Board will
then decide which audits the Audit Inspection Unit will monitor. This is in line
with the process under the Companies Act 2006 for determining which audited
entities fall within the “major public interest” category, and therefore within the
scope of the Audit Inspection Unit.

47.

As set out in paragraph 46 above, audits of bodies which do not fall within the
Audit Inspection Unit’s scope will be monitored by the relevant Recognised
Supervisory Body.

Commissioning local public audit services
DUTY TO APPOINT AN AUDITOR
48.

The consultation proposed that all larger local public bodies (those with
income/expenditure over £6.5m) would be under a duty to appoint an auditor.
The auditor would need to be on the register of local public statutory auditors,
which should help to ensure that the quality of auditors is maintained.
Independence would be maintained in part through a new requirement for local
public bodies to put in place independent audit committees. The consultation set
out proposals for how such committees could be structured and proposals as to
how independence would be defined.

49.

The consultation sought to set out proposals which would enable local public
bodies to co-operate to procure an external auditor.

50.

Nearly three quarters of the responses agreed that the arrangements for audit
committees were flexible enough to allow joint appointments. Generally, audited
bodies, local authorities in particular, were against the idea of a majority
independent audit committee. Those from other sectors, such as audit and
accountancy firms and the professional bodies, were generally in favour of the
proposals.

51.

About a third of respondents agreed that our proposals for audit committees
provide the necessary safeguards for the independence of the auditor
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appointment. With regard to the make up of the audit committee, of those who
indicated a preference, a minimum number of independent members was
favoured by a small majority. Other notable comments that arose were that the
makeup of the independent audit committee should be a local decision for each
audited body and that these arrangements were not suitable for the way police
authorities were structured.
52.

The majority of respondents agreed that the correct criteria had been identified
in the consultation document to ensure the quality of independent members.
However, a sizeable minority disagreed. The main cause for disagreement was
that the criteria listed appeared more focussed on ensuring the independence of
members rather than their quality and capability. Local authorities thought that
having the overall necessary skills to perform the audit committee function was
important. Auditing and accountancy firms were more clearly in agreement with
the criteria identified in the consultation.

53.

About half of the respondents considered that financial awareness or
experience was desirable, but not essential, for the independent members of an
audit committee. Many felt that if the overall skills of the audit committee as a
whole were appropriate for the tasks they had to perform, the financial expertise
did not have to rest with the independent members.

54.

About half of those who responded indicated that they thought it would be
difficult to source independent members of a suitable calibre. Most respondents
agreed that remuneration would be necessary for the independent members but
responses were split with regard to what level, the most popular responses
being that the level should be locally determined and that only ‘reasonable’
expenses should be paid (similar to other committees).

The Government’s response
55.

Local public bodies are already responsible for procuring large volumes of
goods and services in order to discharge their wider functions, e.g. local
government’s procurement totals around £50bn per annum according to the
Local Government Association. The Government considers there to be no
barriers in terms of expertise that would prevent local public bodies appointing
their external auditors, subject to appropriate safeguards to ensure
independence in the appointment process.

56.

The Government has confirmed on several occasions its commitment to
maintaining auditor independence in the new local public audit framework. The
regulatory regime set out in the preceding chapter ensures the quality of audit
work is monitored effectively. We consider that requiring the appointment of an
auditor to be undertaken by the full council (or equivalent for non-local
government bodies) on the advice of an independent audit committee is the
most practical and effective way of ensuring independence of appointment.
Transparency in the appointment process will also be an important part of
ensuring auditor independence.

57.

In reaching this conclusion we have listened to the comments made by some
local public bodies about the constitution of their existing audit committees, and
that it might be difficult to find enough suitable independent members to ensure
a majority of independent members. In order to distinguish between the existing
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traditional audit committees and the role we propose for such a committee in the
appointment process, we intend that the advice on the procurement and
appointment of the auditor will be made by an independent audit appointment
panel.
58.

The Government therefore intends to legislate for a system of local appointment
under which all local public bodies with income/expenditure over a threshold
(currently £6.5m) will be under a duty to appoint an auditor who must be on the
register of local public auditors. Responsibility for the final selection of the
auditor and engagement of the auditor on a contractual basis will rest with the
local public body. However, that appointment must be made by the full council
(or its equivalent) on the advice of an Independent Audit Appointment Panel,
independently chaired, with a majority of independent members. Where the
body already has an independent audit committee, they may wish to use that
committee to meet this requirement.

59.

Local public bodies have signalled to us that they are interested in undertaking
joint procurement exercises and sharing Independent Audit Appointment Panels
or independent members. We want to ensure the arrangements that we put in
place facilitate that. We intend to frame requirements in a way that will allow
local public bodies to share appointment panels (and therefore independent
members) to ease administration burdens and reduce costs. Local public bodies
will be able to choose the model which suits their circumstances, and will have
the flexibility to work with other bodies to jointly procure an auditor and reduce
the costs of meeting this requirement.

60.

We intend to work closely with the sector, as we finalise the detail of these
proposals, so they are as administratively straightforward and practical as
possible.

61.

To aid transparency in the appointment process the local public body will be
required to publish details of the auditor appointment on their website within 28
days of making that appointment, alongside the advice of the Independent Audit
Appointment Panel, subject to considerations of commercial confidentiality. If
the local public body did not follow the advice of the Independent Audit
Appointment Panel in making its appointment, it will be required to publish on its
website a statement setting out the reasons why it had chosen not to follow that
advice.

ROLE OF THE INDEPENDENT AUDIT APPOINTMENT PANEL
62.

The consultation proposed that the Independent Audit Appointment Panel would
have a key role in the selection of the auditor engaged by the audited body, and
monitoring the independence, quality and performance of the external audit. It
proposed options for specifying in legislation some responsibilities that the
Panel should have in relation to the engagement of an auditor, and monitoring
the independence and quality of the external audit:•

Only specify one mandatory duty for the local public body’s Independent
Audit Appointment Panel, i.e. to provide advice to the local public body on
the engagement of the auditor and the resignation or removal of an auditor.
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•

Specify a more detailed role for the Independent Audit Appointment Panel.
This would provide more assurance about the independence of the
relationship between the audited body and its auditor, and would also ensure
that the Panel had a wider role in reviewing the financial arrangements of the
local public body.

63.

The majority of respondents indicated a preference for the appointment of the
auditor as the only mandatory duty for the Independent Audit Appointment
Panel, and any other roles or responsibilities would be a local decision.
However, a significant number of responses felt that a more detailed mandatory
role for the Panel was preferable.

64.

The majority of respondents felt that the process for the appointment of an
auditor should not be set out in legislation. Guidance was preferable to a
statutory code of practice with the National Audit Office indicated as the
preferred provider.

The Government’s response
65.

The approach that the Government intends to take is to provide for a limited set
of functions on the Independent Audit Appointment Panel in legislation, around
advising on auditor appointment, independence, removal and resignation, and in
relation to public interest reports. We believe that such an approach will provide
flexibility for local public bodies to mould this requirement to suit their own
circumstances, and facilitate joint working and joint commissioning between
local public bodies.

66.

We also recognise that in circumstances where a local public body will have
both an audit committee (exercising the traditional functions of such a
committee) and an Independent Audit Appointment Panel (whether shared or
not) there may well be issues about the demarcation of responsibilities between
both groups. We intend to work with the sector to produce guidance which
would set out how the responsibilities of the Independent Audit Appointment
Panel could be exercised (and how those responsibilities might interface with
those of a more traditional audit committee). We would welcome a discussion
and views on the detailed issues raised by this approach to help shape and
inform the requirements and any future guidance issued.

INVOLVEMENT OF THE PUBLIC IN THE APPOINTMENT OF AN
AUDITOR
67.

The consultation said the Government was considering how local people could
make representations about the specification designed by the audit committee
for the procurement of an auditor. The options we considered were:
•

Pre-appointment - The public could make representations to the audited
body’s audit committee about any expressions of interest from audit firms for
the audit contract; or

•

Post appointment – The public would be able to make representations at any
time to the local public body’s audit committee about issues relating to the
auditor.
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68.

About equal numbers of respondents agreed as disagreed that this was a
proportionate approach to public involvement. Some respondents suggested
that public involvement be restricted to any undisclosed conflicts of interest on
the part of the auditor.

The Government’s response
69.

The Government considers that its proposals to require – in the case of local
authorities – the appointment to be made by a full council meeting on the advice
of an independent auditor appointment panel; the requirement for that advice to
be published (and any departure from it publicly justified); and the other
measures we are proposing around transparency of the auditor appointment,
secure the necessary level of transparency for the public in the appointment
process.

APPLICABILITY TO OTHER SECTORS
70.

The consultation recognised that the commissioning approach proposed for
local authorities might need to be tailored for other local public bodies. Nearly all
respondents indicated that the approach should be tailored as appropriate for
different local public bodies.

The Government’s response
71.

The Government intends that in the case of police bodies that appointment
would be made by the Police and Crime Commissioner.

72.

The table at Annex A details the different types of local public bodies to which
the new local public audit framework will apply and sets out the Government’s
proposals for how the auditor appointment will be made.

73.

Where the local public body is not an elected body, then in most circumstances
that appointment should be made directly by the Independent Auditor
Appointment Panel (or its equivalent). There may be circumstances where it is
appropriate for a local public body’s board to make that appointment on the
advice of the Panel. However, where this is the case transparency (i.e.
publication of that advice) will be an important part of the appointment process.

FAILURE TO APPOINT AN AUDITOR
74.

The consultation proposed that the audited body would be under a duty to
appoint an auditor. However, it also recognised that there could be some
instances under the new system where a body does not fulfil this duty. In these
circumstances we proposed that the Secretary of State would be able to direct
the local public body to appoint an auditor. Alternatively, where a local public
body does not fulfil its duty to appoint an auditor the Secretary of State could be
provided with the power to make the auditor appointment. In addition to meeting
the cost of the appointment the local public body could be subject to a sanction
for failing to make the appointment.

75.

The majority of the responses favoured the Secretary of State having a power to
make the auditor appointment. Most groups of respondents also suggested a
staged approach, i.e. where the Secretary of State would direct the public body
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to appoint an auditor and, should that fail, the Secretary of State would appoint
the auditor.
76.

A small majority preferred that a local public body should only be required to
inform the Secretary of State in the case where it had failed to appoint an
auditor, rather than when they had made the appointment. Other responses
suggested that neither scenario warranted informing the Secretary of State as
this would go against the principle of localism.

The Government’s response
77.

The Government considers it important, given the range of functions and legal
responsibilities of a local public auditor, that local public bodies are required to
appoint an auditor by a specified date in the financial cycle. We consider that
requiring an auditor to be appointed by 31 December in the year preceding the
financial year for which that auditor is to be appointed would fit with the annual
financial and accounting cycle.

78.

We also consider that any local public body should be under a requirement to
notify the Secretary of State if they have not been able to make an appointment
by that date. We are proposing that the Secretary of State would then have
powers to either direct the local public body to make an appointment or make
that appointment directly himself. In addition to meeting the cost of the
appointment the local public body could be subject to a sanction for failing to
make the appointment.

ROTATION OF AUDIT FIRMS AND AUDIT STAFF
79.

The consultation proposed that the rotation of staff within the audit firm would
need to be in line with the current ethical standards, but the audited body would
also be required to undertake a competitive appointment process within five
years. The audited body would be able to re-appoint the same firm for a
(maximum) second five year period, following competition.

80.

The majority of respondents were in favour of the proposal to limit a firm’s term
of appointment to ten years. However, some felt that there should be no limit on
the length of a firm’s appointment, e.g. it would be a barrier to new entrants.

81.

The vast majority of responses agreed that the current ethical standards were
sufficient safeguard for rotation of audit staff.

The Government’s response
82.

The Government considers that there is a balance to be struck between
providing enough incentive for audit firms to invest in medium term relationships
with local public bodies which would enable them to gain a thorough
understanding of that body’s operations, and ensuring that those undertaking
the audit maintain an appropriate degree of independence and objectivity from
the body being audited.

83.

Paragraph 64 set out the government’s intention to require Independent Audit
Appointment Panels, to provide advice on the appointment of the auditor and to
have a key role in ensuring auditor independence. Taking this into account, the
Government considers that the ethical standards of the Auditing Practices Board
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around the rotation of key audit staff provide enough safeguards without the
need for mandatory rotation of firms. The ethical standards provide that the
audit engagement partner would be able to perform audit work in respect of a
local public body for an initial period of five years and then can only be
reappointed for a further two years. The audit manager can only be appointed
for a maximum of ten years. After these respective periods have elapsed, these
key audit staff would not be able to work with the local public body concerned
until a further period of five years had elapsed.
84.

However, the Government is also convinced of the need to ensure local public
bodies are achieving value for money in procuring audit services. It therefore
intends to require that a local public body must run a procurement competition
every five years for its audit services. The Independent Audit Appointment Panel
would be required to provide advice before any appointment. There would,
however, be no bar on the incumbent supplier being reappointed as a result of
this competition.

RESIGNATION OR REMOVAL OF AN AUDITOR
85.

The consultation envisaged that a body might wish to remove its auditor, or an
auditor might wish to resign, only in exceptional circumstances, for example, an
auditor being in breach of the ethical standards, or a complete breakdown in the
relationship between the auditor and audited body. It recognised the importance
of having stringent safeguards in place for the resignation and removal of an
auditor to protect the independence of the auditor and the quality of the audit. It
proposed safeguards that would broadly mirror those in the Companies Act
2006, but would be adapted to reflect the principles of public audit. The process
would be designed to ensure that auditors are not removed, or do not resign,
without serious consideration and through a process transparent to the public.

86.

The majority of responses received to this question agreed that these proposals
provide sufficient safeguard against the removal or resignation of the auditor.

The Government’s response
87.

The Government considers that it is important that there is a fully transparent
process in place to deal with issues of auditor resignation or removal. We
consider that in the first instance it is vital that auditors and audited bodies try as
far as possible to resolve any difficulties or concerns (including through using
the mediation and conciliation services of the professional accountancy bodies if
appropriate).

88.

However, if such differences become irreconcilable, in the case of auditor
resignation, we intend to:•

Require the auditor to give 28 days written notice of his intention to resign to
the audited body and its Independent Audit Appointment Panel;

•

Require the audited body to make a written response to the auditor’s written
notice, which it will be required to send with the auditor’s written notice, to its
members and the Independent Audit Appointment Panel;

•

Require the auditor to then deposit a statement at the main office of the
audited body, and with the Independent Audit Appointment Panel, setting out
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the circumstances connected with the resignation of the office that are
relevant to the business of the audited body;

89.

•

Require the audited body to publish the auditor’s statement on its website;

•

Require the Independent Audit Appointment Panel to investigate the
circumstances that led to the resignation and consider whether any action is
required; and

•

Require the auditor to notify the appropriate regulatory monitoring body of
his decision.

In the circumstance where a local public body wished to remove its auditor, the
process would be similar. We intend to:•

Require the audited body to give 28 days written notification of its wish to
terminate the contract, to the auditor and its Independent Audit Appointment
Panel;

•

Provide that the auditor will have the right to make a written response to the
notice, which the audited body will be required to send to its members and
the Independent Audit Appointment Panel;

•

Require the Panel to provide advice to the local public body within that 28
days notice period, having regard to any written response made by the
auditor;

•

Require the local public body to have regard to the advice of the
Independent Audit Appointment Panel before making a decision whether to
remove its auditor;

•

Following the 28 days notice period, require the audited body to put to a full
council meeting (or its equivalent) a resolution to remove the auditor (at
which both the auditor and a representative of the Independent Audit
Appointment Panel could speak if they wished);

•

Require that, if the audited body still wished to remove its auditor, it should
publish a statement of its decision on its website within 28 days of the
decision of the full council. If the local public body did not follow the advice of
the Independent Audit Appointment Panel, it will be required to explain in its
statement what that advice had been, and the reasons why it had chosen
not to follow that advice, subject to considerations of commercial
confidentiality; and

•

Require the audited body to notify the appropriate regulatory monitoring
body of its decision.

AUDITOR LIABILITY
90.

In the private sector auditors are concerned about the consequences of the
risks of litigation. Auditors have sought to caveat their opinions by explicitly
limiting their duty of care and limit their liability. The Companies Act provides
that general provisions that protect auditors from liability are void, but:
•

does not prevent a company from indemnifying an auditor against any costs
incurred by him in defending proceedings in which judgment is given in his
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favour or in the granting of relief by the court in the case of honest and
reasonable conduct; and
•

91.

allows for a “liability limitation agreement” to be put in place if it is authorised
by the members of the company, provided it complies with the content
permitted in the Companies Act.

The consultation recognised that in the absence of a central body providing
indemnity to audit firms, it could be possible for audited bodies and auditors to
deal with auditor liability as part of their contractual negotiations. A legislative
framework, similar to that in the companies sector, could set out the process for
setting and agreeing liability limitation agreements. The majority of respondents
agreed with the proposals in the consultation document.

The Government’s response
92.

The Audit Commission currently indemnifies auditors for the costs they incur
where they are engaged in litigation. In practice, calls on the indemnity are
infrequent. The Audit Commission informed the Communities and Local
Government Select Committee inquiry on the Audit and Inspection of Local
Authorities that, in the five years to 2010, it had been called upon only once.

93.

Auditors from the Commission's in-house audit practice have also faced
litigation over the same five-year period. There have been three cases, all of
which the in-house auditor won. The costs of in-house auditors not recovered
from the other side are met by the Commission, and are also passed on to
audited bodies in audit fees, so in effect the indemnity is extended to the
Commission’s own auditors.

94.

Without a liability agreement, audit firms may increase their fees to match the
increased risk they face in undertaking the work. Therefore, the Government
considers that auditor liability should be an issue to be dealt with in the
contractual negotiations between the auditor and audited body. The
Government will also consider the feasibility and necessity of a supporting
statutory framework which could set out the process for agreeing liability
limitation agreements.

Scope of audit and the work of auditors
SCOPE OF LOCAL PUBLIC AUDIT
95.

The consultation asked for views on four options regarding the scope of future
audits for local public bodies. The narrowest option would comprise an opinion
on whether the financial statements give a true and fair view of the audited
body’s financial position and income and expenditure and a review of other
information included with financial statements. Wider options suggested
included an auditor’s conclusion on regularity and propriety, financial resilience
and value for money; and a further option of the auditor providing reasonable
assurance on an annual report prepared by the local body setting out its
arrangements for securing value for money, whether they had achieved
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economy, efficiency and effectiveness, regularity and propriety and financial
resilience.
96.

The responses to the consultation were split between the options but indicated
a slight preference for leaving the overall scope of audit unchanged.

The Government’s response
97.

The Government has considered the wide range of views expressed in the
consultation and intends to retain the current broad scope as set out in the Audit
Commission Act 1998 so that auditors of local public bodies will continue to be
required to satisfy themselves that:•

the accounts have been prepared in accordance with the necessary
directions or regulations and comply with relevant statutory requirements;

•

proper practices have been observed in the compilation of the accounts; and

•

the body has made proper arrangements for securing economy efficiency
and effectiveness (value for money) in its use of resources.

98.

The latter element is commonly referred to as the Value for Money component
of the audit, which is a key difference between the scope of local public audit
and statutory audit for private sector companies. The Government considers
that the value for money component of the audit could be delivered in a more
risk based and proportionate way. This has the potential for a consequent
decrease or increase on the level of audit work some local public bodies might
see as a result, but we would not expect this in itself to result in an overall
increase in the total costs of audit.

99.

The auditors will need to base their assessment of risk on evidence around the
local public bodies’ arrangements for securing value for money. We want to put
the responsibility for providing the evidence firmly in the hands of the local public
body, without introducing additional burdens by requiring the production of
additional reports or documents. The majority of respondents to the consultation
were not in favour of local public bodies being required to set out performance
and plans in an annual report. One option would be to ask local public bodies to
build on the information they already make available on their arrangements for
securing value for money - for example, through the Annual Governance
Statement. This would be consistent with the design principles of the new
framework, by enhancing transparency and delivering a localist approach which
shifts responsibility firmly onto local public bodies.

100.

We will need input from a range of stakeholders to develop the value for money
element of audit fully before implementation. These would include: the National
Audit Office (given their envisaged role, subject to Parliament’s agreement, in
producing the Code of Audit Practice and associated guidance); the Chartered
Institute of Public Finance and Accountancy, Local Authority (Scotland)
Accounts Advisory Committee and the Society of Local Authorities Chief
Executives as the respective authors of the Code of Practice on Local Authority
Accounting and the Local Authority Governance Framework, and local public
bodies themselves.
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PUBLIC INTEREST REPORTING
101.

The consultation proposed to retain existing duties for auditors around Public
Interest Reporting and asked whether the new processes for resignation and
removal of auditors would mitigate the risk that the introduction of local auditor
appointment would impact on the auditor’s ability or willingness to publish Public
Interest Reports.

102.

The vast majority of responses agreed that the safeguards outlined in the
consultation document would allow the auditor to issue a public interest report,
but some had concerns that the safeguards may not work in practice.

The Government’s response
103.

Government intends to retain the duty for auditors of all local public bodies to
undertake Public Interest Reporting under the new framework. As is the case
currently audited bodies will be charged for reasonable work involved in
undertaking a Public Interest Report. The new framework will also retain the
duty on audited bodies to consider Public Interest Reports at a meeting within
one month of the report and to publish the details of the meeting.

104.

In addition, in order to improve transparency we intend to introduce a new
requirement for audited bodies to publish the Public Interest Report, as well as
the existing requirement to publish a notice of and agenda for the meeting at
which it will be discussed, but local bodies will in future be able to choose the
mode for publishing these.

105.

However, we recognise the concerns expressed around the need for further
safeguards for Public Interest Reporting. We will work with partners to finalise
the details of these, in particular the role of the Independent Auditor
Appointment Panel, and arrangements for protecting auditors in undertaking
and receiving payment for Public Interest Reports, and how the publication of
Public Interest Reports may help to increase transparency and engage local
people.

PROVISION OF NON-AUDIT SERVICES
106.

The consultation proposed that auditors would be able to provide non-audit
services to the audited body, with safeguards in the system to prevent any
actual or perceived threats to the auditor’s independence. It also proposed that
auditors should continue to adhere to the ethical standards produced by the
overall statutory regulator and permission should be sought from the audit
committee who would provide advice to the body on whether non-audit work
should be undertaken as well as continuing to monitor the relationship between
the auditor and the audited body.

107.

The majority of respondents favoured the auditor being able to provide nonaudit services to the local public body in line with the regulator’s current ethical
guidelines and agreed that we had identified the correct balance between
safeguarding auditor independence and increasing competition.
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The Government’s response
108.

Auditors of local public bodies will be required to continue to comply with ethical
standards and other applicable independence rules set by the regulator. 3 The
Government considers that the current ethical standards provide sufficient
safeguards for auditor independence. We therefore propose to enable auditors
to provide non-audit services to the audited body, subject to adhering to the
ethical standards produced by the Auditing Practices Board and gaining
approval to undertake the work from the Independent Auditor Appointment
Panel.

PUBLIC INTEREST DISCLOSURE
109.

The consultation proposed that the Audit Commission’s role in receiving,
acknowledging receipt of and forwarding the facts of disclosure should be
broadly transferred to the audit committee of the local public body. It also
envisaged that the statutory auditor and the audit committee of the local public
body would continue to be prescribed persons under the Public Interest
Disclosure Act and would continue with their role with no change from the
current system. The majority of responses agreed that was appropriate.

The Government’s response
110.

The Government considers it important that suitable mechanisms are in place to
enable individuals to make disclosures under the Public Interest Disclosure Act.
Having considered the responses received, we consider that it makes sense for
the auditor and the Independent Auditor Appointment Panel to be designated
persons under that Act and we intend to legislate accordingly.

TRANSPARENCY
111.

The consultation proposed that the new framework for local audit would
modernise the way in which local electors’ objections would be considered. It
proposed that electors would retain the right to make representations and raise
issues and questions with the auditor (this does not apply to health bodies). It
also proposed to introduce discretion for the auditor to decide which
representations to follow up.

112.

The overwhelming majority of respondents agreed that we should modernise
the way objections to the accounts are handled. However, whilst respondents
accepted that the auditor should have discretion as to whether to pursue
particular objections, it was also suggested that standard criteria should be
developed to help an auditor determine if he should investigate an individual
representation.

The Government’s response
113.

3

The Government considers that the right of an elector to make an objection to
accounts is a long-established and beneficial principle. However, we note that
there are many more mechanisms now by which the electorate can hold local
public bodies to account than when the right to object to the accounts was

Those most applicable to provision of non audit services are http://www.frc.org.uk/images/uploaded/documents/ES5vprint.pdf
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introduced more than 150 years ago. Also the costs of auditors investigating
objections can be disproportionate to the sums involved in the complaint or to
the normal audit costs of the local public body. Auditors currently have little
discretion to refuse to investigate objections and the costs of investigating
objections are recovered from the local public body. We therefore intend to
legislate to provide a power to give the auditor discretion to reject vexatious,
repeated or frivolous objections. We would welcome a discussion on whether
guidance should be produced to help the auditor exercise that discretion.

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION
114.

The consultation proposed that auditors of local public bodies should be brought
within the remit of the Freedom of Information Act to the extent that they are
carrying out their functions as public office holders, although recognised the
potential impact on audit fees and relationship between the auditor and audited
body.

115.

Some respondents thought that this would be unnecessary as the information
would already be available under the Freedom of Information Act from the
audited body. All respondents thought that audit fees would increase, and there
were mixed views about the impact on working relationships.

The Government’s response
116.

The Government does not see a compelling case to bring the auditor’s public
office holder functions within the remit of the Freedom of Information Act. The
information held by appointed auditors currently is not subject to the Freedom of
Information Act because appointed auditors are not currently 'public authorities'
for the purposes of the Freedom of Information Act. We consider that the
audited bodies being covered by the Freedom of Information Act and the
requirements around publication of the accounts, the auditor’s report and Public
Interest Report, provide sufficient and transparent access to key material for the
public. The inclusion of local public auditors within the remit of the Freedom of
Information Act would therefore add little, and has the potential to increase audit
fees.
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CHAPTER 3

Other functions of the Commission

117.

There are a number of functions that are currently exercised by the Audit
Commission under the Audit Commission Act 1998, the future operation of
which were not covered in the consultation on the Future of Local Audit.
Government’s current thinking in relation to these functions is set out below.

Grant certification
118.

The Audit Commission Act gives power to the Commission to make
arrangements for the certification of audited bodies' claims for grants and
subsidies from government departments, and charge authorities the full cost of
certification. Certification helps grant-paying bodies satisfy themselves that a
scheme is operating as intended. It is not an audit but is designed to provide
reasonable assurance to grant-paying bodies about an authority’s entitlement to
grant or subsidy, or about the information provided in a return. Specific
instructions or ‘Certification Instructions’ are developed for each scheme and
different levels of assurance arrangements are applied to different thresholds of
grant.

119.

In 2010-11, certification arrangements were made for 20 schemes, and this has
reduced to 16 schemes in 2011-12. Government is reducing the number of
ringfenced grant programmes which will lead to a further reduction in the
number of grant schemes for the Commission to certify. However, it is expected
that a number of grant schemes will be live when the Audit Commission closes
– so new certification arrangements are required for these and any new grant
programmes.

120.

The future arrangements for grant certification were not included in the
consultation. Following the Audit Commission's closure, grant paying bodies for
new grants will need to develop separate arrangements, either in the form of
free-standing tripartite agreements (between the grant paying body, the payee
and its auditor) or self-certification. Free-standing tripartite agreements would
require the grant paying body to define the assurance requirements and
certification instructions, and the local body to procure the necessary
certification from its auditor. Some grant programmes may use self-certification
to provide assurance: this relies on the internal governance and controls of the
grant recipient and requires the Chief Executive or Section 151 Officer to certify
the claim, usually through a standardised declaration. These arrangements will
be supported by Treasury guidance, to ensure consistency of approach across
Government grant programmes. For existing grant programmes currently
certified by the Audit Commission, we are working with grant paying bodies to
develop transitional arrangements that provide the assurance required.
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1.

The National Fraud Initiative
121.

The National Fraud Initiative is a secure, fully accredited, data matching service
operated by the Audit Commission under statutory data matching powers now
provided for in the Audit Commission Act 1998 with the purpose of protecting
the public purse from fraud. It is run by a small team of 8 data matching
specialists within the Commission.

122.

The Commission’s data matching powers mandate those bodies that are
audited by the Commission to submit data for matching purposes. These
include local authorities, health bodies - including Primary Care Trusts, Health
Authorities, Foundation Trusts and Strategic Health Authorities - Housing
Associations, Police, Fire, and Civil defence and ambulance services,
Passenger Transport Executives and others.

123.

The Commission currently runs a data-matching exercise every two years
(although it is working on proposals to develop the National Fraud Initiative into
a real-time data matching service). In 2008-09, it processed some 8,000
datasets from 1,300 organisations (including 100 voluntarily provided from the
private sector) and identified fraud, errors and overpayments with a value of
£215m. This brought the total value of detected fraud etc. since its inception in
1996 to £664m.

124.

The Government is committed to the continuation of the National Fraud Initiative
and the Department for Communities and Local Government has been
considering the best way of securing that outcome. This has included talking to
other parts of Government – the Department for Work and Pensions and the
National Fraud Authority (an executive agency of the Home Office) – that are
interested in taking on operational ownership of the National Fraud Initiative
once the Commission is disbanded. We will be discussing these options further
with the local public bodies who submit data and use the National Fraud
Initiative.

Value for money studies
125.

Section 33 of the Audit Commission Act 1998 gives the Audit Commission a
duty to promote or undertake comparative or other studies in local authorities
(including police authorities and fire and rescue authorities) so that they can
make recommendations to improve the economy, efficiency and effectiveness
of local public services, and the financial management of local public bodies.
Only the financial management element applies in relation to the health sector.
The Commission also has a duty to report on the effect of central government
regulation, legislation, and directions on the ability of local authorities to achieve
the 3Es (section 34). There is no equivalent power in relation to health. Before
undertaking or promoting any value for money study, the Commission has a
statutory requirement to consult with a range of parties as appropriate. It has
typically consulted both on its forward programme and on a study-by-study
basis.
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126.

The Commission has a long history of publishing recommendations from its
national studies. Early reports looked at specific local government services, for
example seeking to drive improvement in subjects as diverse as vehicle
maintenance and social services for the elderly. The research was also used to
provide audit guides that were applied through the appointed auditors in
relevant local authorities. More recently, with local public bodies working
together across sectors and with a wide range of partners in the public, private
and voluntary sectors, the Audit Commission have examined how well that
collaboration has delivered efficient and effective outcomes.

127.

The Government announced in August 2010 that the Commission's research
activities would stop and final reports remain to be published. We consider that
there is scope for rationalisation in the number of value for money studies
published relating to the local public sector compared to the number previously
undertaken. We would like to see a coherent and complementary programme of
offerings across providers including the National Audit Office, central
Government and the Local Government Association. This was a view supported
by the Communities and Local Government Select Committee inquiry into the
audit and inspection of local authorities.
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CHAPTER 4

Implementation and next steps

128.

The preceding paras of this document set out the future proposals for principal
local public bodies, currently defined as those with gross revenue expenditure
over £6.5m. Under the Audit Commission regime there are different
arrangements for the audit of smaller bodies, with a more proportionate form of
scrutiny than a full audit (limited assurance audit), with the level of examination
based on the income or expenditure of the body. The consultation document
proposed different arrangements for smaller bodies would also apply in future. It
also recognised the burden on smaller bodies of the local auditor appointment
models and outlined different options for auditor appointment. We propose to
do some further work with the sector to explore and build consensus around
options for these bodies before firming up proposals and setting out our
preferred approach in Spring 2012.

129.

Having set out the key elements of the arrangements for principal bodies, we
plan to hold further discussions with local authorities and other local public
bodies, as well as audit firms, to flesh out the underlying detail of the framework,
and how it might be implemented. We will also be working with key partners
and the Audit Commission to develop appropriate transitional arrangements.

130.

The Government will bring forward legislation to close down the Audit
Commission and to put in place a new framework in line with the proposals set
out in this response as soon as Parliamentary time allows. We intend to publish
a draft Bill for pre-legislative scrutiny in Spring 2012, which allows for
examination and amendments to be made before formal introduction to
Parliament.

131.

The Audit Commission is currently in the process of outsourcing all the audit
work of its in-house practice The outsource contracts that the Commission will
put in place will start from 2012-13 and are expected to run for three or five
years giving local councils and other public bodies the time to plan for
appointing own auditors. Once the audits have been outsourced the
Commission will be radically reduced in size to become a small residuary body
responsible for overseeing the contracts and making any necessary changes to
the individual audit appointments during the life of the contracts.
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ANNEX A

How different types of local public bodies will
appoint their auditors
Body

Directly
elected/

Who Appoints

non-elected
A local authority (meaning a county
council, district council, London borough
council).

Elected

Full Council

A Joint authority (meaning an authority
established by Part 4 of the Local
Government Act 1985).

Non-elected

IAAP

The Greater London Authority

Elected

Mayor and London
Assembly

Mayor’s Office for Policing and Crime

Elected

Mayor and London
Assembly

Mayoral Development Corporation

Non-elected

IAAP

A functional body (meaning Transport for
Non-elected
London, the London Development Agency,
and the London Fire and Emergency
Planning Authority)

IAAP

The London Pensions Fund Authority

Non-elected

IAAP

The London Waste and Recycling Board

Non-elected

IAAP

A committee of a local authority, including
a joint committee of two or more such
authorities

Non-elected

Full Council

The Council of the Isles of Scilly

Elected

Full Council
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The Broads Authority

Non-elected

IAAP

A national park authority

Non-elected

IAAP

Police and Crime Commissioner and Chief
Constable

Elected

Police and Crime
Commissioner

A single purpose fire and rescue authority

Non-elected

IAAP

An authority established for an area in
England by an order under section 207 of
the Local Government and Public
Involvement in Health Act 2007 (joint
waste authorities)

Non-elected

IAAP

An economic prosperity board established
under section 88 of the Local Democracy,
Economic Development and Construction
Act 2009

Non-elected

IAAP

A combined authority established under
section 103 of that Act

Non-elected

IAAP

The accounts of the collection fund of the
Common Council and the accounts of the
City fund

Elected

Full Council

The accounts relating to the
superannuation fund maintained and
administered by the Common Council
under the Local Government Pension
Scheme Regulations 1995

Elected

Full Council

Passenger Transport Executive

Non-elected

IAAP
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